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• 
THE STUDY OF RECENT COMETS. 
(CHIEFLY 1880, 1181.) 
BY PROF. WILLIAM W. PAYNE • 
A comet usually consists of three parts, called the nu-
cleus, the coma and the train. To the naked eye, the nucleus 
is a bright speck or point of light resembling that of a star. 
In the telescope its light is spread out, and looks like the 
disc of a planet, although less bright and well-defined. In 
some comets the nucleus is very bright and sharp, appear-
ing to the common gaze like a star of the first magnitude; or, 
with an outline as clear and well marked as those of the large 
planets. Sometimes, it is a mere hazy mass, n little brighter 
than other parts of the comet, but appearing like them in 
every other important particular. But generally, the nucleus 
is a condensed patch of light tl1at reminds the observer of tht> 
leading features of those large nebnlre well known to 
elementary astronomy; such as the oval center of the nebula 
of Amh·ome<la, or the luminous patch surrounding the trap-
ezium of Orion, of that wonderful light-center in one of thP 
fringes of the spiral nebula in the constellation of Cmws 
V anafic·i. 
The nucleus is surrounded by a nebulous envelope, 
elliptical in form, that becomes less brjght gradually as it ex-
tends on every side, until it fades from sight entirely. · This 
envelope is called the comn.of the co~net, from a Greek word 
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signifying hair, an old and favorite word used to describe the 
foggy appearance of this atmosphere about ,the nucleU& 
The train or tail of the comet is like the eoma in substance. 
It is thrown off from the comet's bead, first toward the sun, it 
is than whirled about in a cirole or in an ellipse, and ariven 
away in the opposite direction, sometimes with marked 
changes and astonishing velocity. It takes on a great variety 
of forms, and is, at times, exceedingly bright, and immensf) 
in size. 
To give a clear idea of the nucleus, coma and tail of a com· 
et, and how they are related to one a~other, we present a 
copy of Brodie's beautiful drawing of oomet III, 1874, dia. 
covered by Coggia of Marseilles, April 17, of that year. It 
is commonly called Coggin's oomet. 
·According to Astronomer Hind's figures, its nucleus was lour 
·thousand m~les in diameter, and was very bright, an4 well 
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.aen, as shown in the figure; for the comet was only thirty .. 
~ve millioAS of miles away. Thiit d:rawiDg was made by the 
aid of a.n eight and one-half inch eqtl&t"orial teles«>pe in. the 
absenoo of moonlight. Special interest was felt in the study 
.of this oomet because of the siDgular stracture of ita head. 
~hat ~ fo1:ma.tion of the eom.a may be distill.~y seen, a 
bold outline of it has been thrown above t.h.e main drawing 
to indicate the out..tlow of the nebulous wave9 hom the nu.-
cleus. These figures are intended to show fi.ve . thiDgs~ 
L The nucleus rep~esented by the central bright spot, 
nearly as large as the planet Mars. 
2. A sharp semi-circular envelope seen next above the 
nucleus. · 
3. Outside of this arc appear two other 00centric envelopes 
that are also semi-circular, having their ceut~rs each placed 
in the circumference of the first, quito exactly in the axis of 
the comet; a very strange feature in the eYen flow of these va-
porous impulses from the coma. 
4. Another ooncentri~ envelope, less bright than the last, 
but just embracing them, was formed outside in the most 
perfect and symmetrical way; ancl 
5. Above and beyond this semi-circle, four other faint 
ones could be traced, as indicatM by the lines of the upper 
figure. 
From this illustration one thing, at least, must be plain, 
viz: that the nucleus is the center and chief point of all 
cometary activity. We may, or may not, know the nature of 
the force that causes the out-flow of all these vaporous sheets, 
but it is oortain that they start in the nucleus, and that the 
Sun primarily raises them. We may, or may not, understand 
the nature of the matter of the ooma and the tail, yet it is 
certain that comets obey the laws of gravitation as other 
heavenly bodies, and hence we do know their orbits, masses, 
and motions. We may not now explain the source of a 
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comet's light, for recent observations seem to be in conflict, 
and we are only sure that the comet shines both by its own, 
and also by reflected light. How this can be possible may 
be clear when ~he nature and state of its matter are better 
known. 
For further illustration of the nature and variable state 
of the nucleus, we present some drawings of the great come\ 
of 1858, known as Donati's comet. Professor Bolld of Cam• 
bridg9, observel thiH c::>met by the aid of the fifteen-inch re-
fractor. Ho also collected all of the a'\failable observations 
from other sourc3s, m'l<le during September and October of 
that year, for the pn1 pase of n thorough study of the changes 
of its nucleus. 
The large central figure of the accompanying drawing is 8 
telesc::>pic view of Donati's comet as seen and drawn by Pro-
fessor Bond, Oct. 2, 1858. The bright curved figure (2) to 
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the right, with ten streamel'8, is a naked-eye view of the same 
comet, made also by Professor Bond, October 10, following. 
The drawing below on the right (3) represents the comet as 
seen five days earlier, while its head W88 passing the bright 
star, Arcturus, which we, have chosen al! the reference star 
for all these figures. On the left hand is another drawing of 
the same· comet ( 4) by Johnson, which seems to be a favorite 
naked-eye view of prominent observel'8 in Sootland. 
This great comet's head was formed in the same general 
way as that of the comet of 187 4. In this the nucleus was 
divided, and a. dark, wide channel could be tra.oed for more 
than one half the length of its tail. In the oomet of 187 4, 
the division of the tail, on its axis, was even more marked 
than in this. The comet of 1858 was the most remarkable 
one of modern times, if comet b. of 1881 be excepted. Be-
tween February 27 ahd 28, it was only five hundred and thir-
ty-eight thoueand miles from the Sun's surface, about twice 
the distance of the moon. Its velocity, then, was so great as 
to pass all realization; for, in a few hours, it swept over an 
arc of two hundred and ninety-two degrees. If its orbit had 
been an ellipse of small eccentricity (almost a circle) it 
would have passed over the remaining sixty-eight degrees 
with nearly the same velocity, and completed its entire orbit 
in less than twenty hours. I am aware that these figures do 
not agree with Professor Watson's computations published in 
1860. The better results obtained by the English mathe-
maticians, and published in 1876 have been followed in the 
above statements. But, Professor .Watson claimed that this 
comet, was moving at the rate of thirty-six miles per second, 
when at a distanc~ of sixty-six millions of miles from the 
earth; now if it were only a half million of miles from the 
Sun's center at perihelion as now claimed, it mv.st have swept 
along its short-curved orbit with the terrific velocity of one 
. hundred and forty-five miles per second. To be a little more 
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epeeifi.o; on the lOth day of October; when Professor Bond 
made drawing· number 2, the nucleus was six hundred and 
thirty miles in diameter,. and the tail was fifty-one millions of_ 
miles long, and covered an angular space of sixty degrees in 
the heavens. Why, that nebulous monster could have coiled 
himself •w~ thousand times around this earth, and still had 
enough of its tairleft to elevate its h~ a thousand miles 
above ihe plane of the solar system. If that comet had been 
moving near the Earth's surface with the velocity named, it 
would have swept a firey path seven hundred miles wide, for 
example, from Minneapolis to Chicago in about two seconds 
of time. This comet came nearer the Earth than any other 
large one in recent years; and for this reason astronomers 
eagerly studied it. The results of Professor Bond's careful 
work are indicated in theacoompanyingfi.gures, though small, 
they clearly show how the head of the· comet was formed 
from the nucleus. In the first illustration, a. the white cir-
cle represents the nucleus, and above it, is seen an arc of 
light that indicates a sheet of vapor rising from it in the di-
rection of the Sun. In the second figure, b, this vaporous 
arch has risen higher and extended further, and in c, it has 
risen still higher and expanded yet further, and also began 
to move around the nucleus on all sides. In figure d, this la~ 
ter motion has gone so far in the opposite direction, i. e. 
away from the Sun, that nearly all the vapor that was first 
thrown off towards the Sun is moving now manifestly away 
from the Sun. During his observations, Professor Bond saw 
seven different envelopes arise, one after another, from the 
nucleus of the comet, and pass through all these phases, and 
finally disappear in the train. The rate of ascent was about 
thirty miles per hour towards the Sun, and some of these 
gaseous sheets reached the height of eighteen thousand miles 
before the direction of their motion was reversed as before 
described. From these facta it is easy to see a strong re-
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&emblance between the motion of matter in. the comet's head 
and the play of a fountain, except that in the former the m<>-: 
-tion was in jets, in the -latter there itJ usually a ca.lm and even 
. e~utflow. In these obserwtio~ Bond noticed that it re-
cg.uired time for each of the en~lopes to form. Foroos a~ 
peared to act at, or near, the surfaee of tlie nueieU&, and af-
ter a time, a bright sheet would be lifted suddenly upward, 
and then 1low outward and mckward as before discribed~ 
Four such envelopes are seen iu. Donati's comet, with twc> 
bright. radial jets between the firBt and seccJld sheets which 
makes the· unusual feature of that telescopic drawing. As 
many as eight envelopes were seen at once, in the comet of 
1874 just noticed, forming a coma of singular beauty and 
symmetry. A less number, hmvever, is usually seen, when 
the nucleus of the.comet 4; in great activity, a.s will appear 
fitrther on. These illustrations will be helpful in explaining 
the formation of" the comet's tail. The axis or median line 
of the train is very nearly as bright as other parts. If the 
train be thought to be o. l10llow coue, then it is plain that its 
midclie should be less b~ight than its· exterior, lor the depth 
of the cometary vapor would be greater on eitner side, thaD 
in a _line perpendicular to its axis. But this would ·not ex-
plain what appears to be a total absence of vapor in the o.ris 
of a comet, as was the case in the great comet of 1874; or, 
'the closing up of the train nfter it has flowed a certain distance 
from the nucleus, as shown by Bond in drawings of Donati's 
comet. It will not account for the streamers and parallel fringes 
seen in figure number 2, which are perfectly straight, while 
the body of the train is greatly curved; neither is this fact 
any help to us in deciding why one side of· this comet is so 
much brighter than the other. The theory of the hollow 
cone explains well the formation of the trains of a few com-
ets, but they are very few, and chiefly those in which the flow 
of comentary vapor seems to be uniform and comparatively 
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81ow. Astronomers and physicists are now inclining to the 
idea that the forces at work to form the comet's head and tail 
are ohie~y electrical. Tha\ the Sun is an electrified body of 
tremendous power, and that the ~nrious disturbances in oom-
~ts are due to thi~ agency, and in time will, probably, be ex-
plained by it. . This theory does not now account for all the 
phenomena seen, but it goes so far in explaining many im-
portant physical changes that it is regarded by most compe-
tent judges as highly probable. It accounts for the vnporcus 
envelopes of the coma, nnd their motions in opposite direc-
tions. It accounts for the streamers and fringes of Donati's 
<!omet, and those in others equally well-known, and it offers 
reasons for one, two, three, or even six tails or more, belong-
ing to the same comet at the same time; as shown in the 
comet of 17 44, and the curious forms of others in the same 
plate. 
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Indeed, the application of the electrical theory is so simple 
and general, as to lead to ready acceptaDce, and a more care-
ful study of it in the future. The only ~iDg ihat we need 
now to know, to make this theory the probable chief cause 
in the formation of the comet's tail, ia that the Bun is an 
electrified body. The eTidence for this is already strong, in 
the mind& of prominent physicists, and their views are being 
strengthened by every year of observation in meteorology. • 
Moreo~er, ·such astronomer& 8& Bessel, Bond, Norton, Wat-
eon, Pierce and Bredichin .ho4l that the theory of solar re-
. pulsion is necessary to sustain the comet's tail, aDd aid in ac-
counting for its curvature. Bessel first applied 8 rigorous 
mathematical analysis to · this problem,' and determined the 
effects of such a force. Later Professor Pierce, of Harvard 
" calculated it in respect to Donati's comet, and found it strict-
. . 
ly in accordance with observations. And now, recently Bred-
ichin claims that the principle applies to the .eomets of 1874 
a.nd 1880, among others. A complete discussion of this in-
teresting topic, with the late oomputations, in e;clenso, will be 
found in VoL VII of the Annals of the Moscow observatory. 
The length of this paper will not permit me to give an ab-
stract of that important discussion, neither have we space to 
consider recent studies in the nature of cometary matter, 
which is the most intricate and uncertain of all specific 
problems which the comet prese~ts. These topics are re-
served for another paper. 
, We now turn to the comets of 1880, and will give a very 
brief description of each, with the illustrntions as shown by 
the telescope or naked-eye view. 
Comet a, was probably first seen at the Cape of Good 
Hope, February 1, 1880. It has been · usually spoken of as 
the Great Southern Comet. Dr. ·B. A. Gou,ld, director of the 
national observatory at Cordoba, Argentine Republic, said 
that this comet was brightest February 7th and 8th, when its 
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breadth was one RDd one-half degrees, and its length was 
forty decrees, but its brlghiness -was not superiot- ,to that of 
the Galaxy in Taurus. February~ the nucJ.oeue d the oomet 
was three minutes of are in diame~ as reporied by Dr, 
Gould who also oompuWd theeleJJH~ntBd its orbit, aDd found 
the same to egree with those (X)II}puted by Dr. Hibd It was 
a great surprise to these astronomers, to find thst the orbit 
of this eomet agrood almost emctly with that of the great 
comet of 1843. 1\Ir. Bind, in comnnmicating these results 
to the Astronomer Royal of England, says: "Can it be pos-
sible, there is such a comet in the system almost grazing the 
Sun's surfaee at perihelion, and re~olving in less than thirty-
seven years? I confess, I feel a difficulty in admitting it, 
notwithstanding the above extraordinary resemblance of or-
bits." Though some astronomers are in doubt, it is still he· 
lieved generally, that this com~t is identical with that of 1843. 
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So far as we know, there was no study of thitt comet by the 
aid of the spectroscope. By inspecting the accompanying 
cut, the relation of the comet's orbit to the Ecliptic will be 
s~n, and the reasons will readily appear why a person in the 
northern latitudes could not see it, although the comet was 
at times, considerably above the horizon in the latitude of 
this place, if it be added that the comet was above the hori-
zon in this latitude only in daylight. 
Comet b, was discovered by J. M. Schaberle, assistant at 
the Ann Arbor observatory, April 6, 1880. Its train '!as 
easily seen in the telescope, and it was three minutes of arc 
in length. On the 16th it was brighter and longer. Major 
Tupman found the brightJ:i.ess of the comet about equal to 
that of a nine and one-half 1 magnitude star. Its entire 
length, at this time, was six minutes of arc. It was too faint 
to be seen by the naked eye. 
Comet o.' 1880, was the return of Fay's comet, and al-
though it was very faint, it was found by Mr., A. A. Common 
of England, ·August 2, by the aid of an ephemeris of its 
places derived from its well known orbit. 
• Comet d, 1880, was discovered by Dr. Hartwig, at Str888-
burg, September 29. It was also independently announced 
by Professor Harrington, of Ann Arbor observatory, on the 
following day. It was just visible to the naked eye, and its 
light would be approximately represented by a star of the 
fifth magnitude. Professor Winneoke determined its orbit, 
and found its time of revolution to be sixty-two and one-
third years. Its spectrum was observed by Knoble and Back-
house, of Europe, and Young, of this country, and though 
faint was found to be continuous. At Greenwicn, the spec-
trum of this comet compared well with that of alcohol vapor, 
and the Bunsen burner flame. 
Comet e, 1880, was discovered by Professor L. Swift, 
Warner observatory, Rochester, N. Y., October 10. It was 
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brightest November 10, at which time, it presented an ill-de-
fiend disc several minutes in diameter. Its orbit was com-
puted by Che.ndler and Frisby. This comet moves in an 
elliptical orbit, and the chief thing of interest about it, is, 
its short period, which is probably near five and one-half 
years. Its orbit lies outside of that of the Earth, and 
reaches a little beyond that of Jupiter. 
Comet f, 1880, was a bright telescopic object, one minute 
in diameter with a central condensation. It was discovered 
by Dr. Pichule, of Copenhagen. Dr. J. Holet;schek com-
P!;lted its orbit from observations made 'December 17, 19 and 
20. Professor Young observed this comet, December 18, 19 
and 22, and he saw two faint tails, one direct, as usual away 
from the Sun, and the other roughly towards the Sun, though 
deflected some degrees towards the north. The two streamers 
made an angle of one hundred and fifty degrees with eacll 
other. "Each was about thirty minutes long on the 18th and 
neither was seen after the 22d." 
Comet g, 1880, was the seyenth and last comet of the year. 
It was announced by W. F. Cooper, Sheffield, December 21. 
It was a bright telescopic comet, one-third of a minute in di-
ameter. It was observed chiefly in America, being seen only 
twice in Europe so far as known. Its orbit was computed by 
Dr. H. Oppenheim. This comet grew faint rapidly, and dis-
appeared in a few days. 
A table of the ·elements of the comets of 1880 is append-
ed, in which the first column gives the two ways of speaking 
of the comets generally, by letter, and by name of the dis-
coverer; the second column is the time of perihelion pas88ge 
in Greenwich, Berlin, Keil, or Washington mean time, as in-
dicated by initial letters; the third column gives the longi-
tude of perihelion from the vernal equinox; the fourth, the 
longitude of the ascending node; ~he fifth, the inclination of 
the comet's orbit to the ecliptic; the sixth, the logarithm of 
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The comets of 1881 will nex.t.claim our attention. 
The first comet of 1881, was the return of Faye's comet, 
and was in view at the beginning of the year, though obser-
vations were made during the last three months of 1880. 
Comet a, 1881, was discow·red by Dr. L. Swift, of Roches-
ter, N. Y., on the first day of May. It had a faint, round disc, 
with ill-defined edges, and central condensation. It was less 
than one minute of arc in diameter. We have chosen Chan-
dler's elements for our annunl table of orbits, although an 
orbit for this comet was computed by Copeland, Lohse and 
Oppenheim. 
Comet c, 1881, was discovered by Schaeberle, of Ann Ar-
bor, July 16. It then had a stellar nucleus, and l\'ns less 
than two minutes of arc in diameter. August 16, it passed 
very near Theta of U1·sa .:.llajor, a star of third magnitude, 
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and its brightness was' equal to that of the star. Its orbit 
was computed by Dr. Hepperger. 
Comet cl, 1881, was the return of Encke's comet. It was 
found by A. A. ·Common,, of England, August,27, and was 
very faint, and about two minutes of arc in diameter. It was 
not brighter than a star of the tenth magnitude. 
Oomet e, 1881, was discovered by E. E. Barnard, Nashville, 
Tenn., September 19, and was not visible to the naked eye, 
for it was not brighter than an eight and one-half magnitude 
star. Its elements were computed by Karl Zelbr. 
Comet f, 1881, was credited to W. F. Denning, of Bristol, 
England, as discoverer, at first, but it was soon learned that 
Professor W. R. Brooks, Phelps, N. Y., was the real dis-
coverer by eighteen and one-half hours of priority over Mr. 
Denning. It was about the brightness of a tenth magnitude 
star. Its orbit W88 computed by Chandler, and fonnd to be 
an ellipse whose period is about eight years, and hence an .. 
other short period comet is added to the list of this class. 
W. F. Denning, of Bristol, England, wrote to the Astron-
omer Royal, under date of October 19, 1881, a letter that 
contained something of a compliment to American comet ob-
servers for their industry. It was as follows: "Will you al-
low me to suggest to English observers, who, like myself, 
have the necessary time and instruments, that we should 
make some attempt to enter into friendly competition with 
foreigners in the .field of cometary discovery. It is certainly 
remarkable that we invariably aHow the first intimation of 
such discoveries to come from abroad." 
Comet g, 1881, was the last of the year, and was discovered 
• by Professor Swift, of Rochester, N. Y., November 16. It 
was a faipt telescopic object, and it is probable that this 
comet is identical with comet I, 1792, discovered by Caroline 
Herschel. Its parabolic elements were computed by Chan-
dler. 
The notation for the table of orbits is the same as that 
given in the list for 1880, and need not be repeated. 
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The study of recent comets has made important changes 
in the small list of short-period comets, in some particulars, 
so that it may be desll;able to state the full list of this class, 
as known down to the present date. 
SBOBT-PEBIOD COMETS. 
N.A.lm. PERIOD. NAME. PI:BIOD. 
En eke. 8.80 ys. Biela. 6.61 ys. 
Tempel. (1873) &.16 " D'Arrest. 6.6, .. 
Swift. 5.40" Faye. 7.H" 
Wlnnecke. 5.54 .. Tuttle. 13.1~ .. 
Brorson. 5.58 .. Halley, 76.60 .. 
Tempel. (1867) 6.00 .. Brooks. (Undoubted) 8.00 ·• 
~uld-1843-1880 (?) 38 ys. 
Time will not permit us to speak of the spectroscopic 
work on comets during the lnst year, except to say that it 
j 
has been more general, thorough and satisfactory than ever 
before, and the time is not fax distant when we s~all under-
stand the nature of comets, ns we now know the nature of the 
Sun nnd planets. For the same reason, we can only mention 
the interesting researches with the polariscope which gives 
knoweledge of the kind of light by which the comet shines. 
This class of observations has been likewise encouraging and 
exceedingly helpful to the astronomer of ·t881. 
We close this paper with a brief description of comet b. 
1881, having reserved it till the last, because indeed, it was 
the most wonderful celestial ·visitor we have had in a decade 
of years. It C!tme into ,·iew so suddenly, and was so large 
and bright, that people sometimes asked if as~onomers were 
all asleep because no notice of its approach had been previ-
ously given. It was first seen by Professor Henry, at 3 
o'clock on the morning of June 23, at the observatory in 
Paris. The discovery was promptly cabled to Washington, 
thence telegraphed to the observatories of this country, so 
that in twelve hours the news was received at Northfield 
from Patis, and in sixteen hours from the time of discovery, 
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it was seen at Northfield, though in the midst of strong twi. 
I 
light. By referring to the preceding cut, it will be plain 
why its approach was not anticipated. It will be seen that 
the position of the comet Sun and Earth were relatively such 
that an earlier view, especially in northern latitudes was im-
possible. 
When in perihelion, this comet was about sixty-five mil-
lions C?f miles from the Sun~· but it passed much nearer tothe 
Earth than this as it moved upward into the northern hem-
isphere, as may be understood by noticing the relative posi· 
tion of the three bodies in the diagram. 
For ten or twelve days following the discovery of this 
comet, astronomers were intensely active, in observing and 
discussing the strange phenomena presented by it. In view 
of the importance of their labors we have prepared a num-
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her of drawings to show definitely the singular behavior of 
the nucleus and coma. 
The upper figures in the accompanying cut were drawn by 
Prof. L. Swift, of Rochester, N. Y. The first is a naked-eye 
view of the comet, as seen June 26. lOb 30m· Rochester M. 
:r. That long right-lined streamer, extending more than 
twenty degrees from the comet's shoulder towards, and be-
tween, the small stars, Pi and DeUa DraooniS is a singular 
and an interesting feature peculiar to this date in the history 
of this comet. It was plainly seen by several persons in 
company with Professor Swift. These drawings have not 
been published before. The two lower figures are by W. 
Dobreck, of. Markree observatory, Collooney, Ireland. They 
seem bright, and have the changes of the nuclues strongly 
marked. yet our authority is the Astronomische Nachrichten. 
These views represent the following dates of observations: 
First, June 25, 13h 23m. Second. June 28, llh 30m, Markree 
M.T. 
The next illustrations were drawn by ProfeSBOr E. S. 
Holden, Washburn obServatory, Madison, Wis. As this work 
bas been previously published, only a few of his notes are 
needed for our present purpose. 
Fig. 1, represents the bead of the comet as seen June 24, 
14h Madison, M. T. Fig. 2, June 25, lOb M. T., hazy outline 
of comet not well seen. The drawing shows the structure of 
the bead. The nucleus is not round. It is eccentric in the • 
envelope. Fig. 3, June 26, 11 h 22m, haze and clouds. }'ig. 
4:, June 27, 13h. Fig. 5, June 28, lOb. Fig. 6, 'June 29, 9h 
30m. Fig. 7, July 8, lOb 35m, moonlight. The nucleus is 
not double. There is a dark channel between the following 
side of the nucleus and the envelope, as in the figure. Fig. 
8, July 11, 9h 30m, strong moonlight and twilight. 
It will be remembered that a spirited discussion sprang 
up at this time, among observers of this comet, ProfeSBOrs 
Stone and Wilson, of the Cincinnati observatory, claiming 
that the nucleus divided into two parts July 6, llh 30m, 
while other able observ~rs heM that no such view hRd been 
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seen by them, although they had been very watchful. It will 
be noticed that Professor Holden's observations nearest to 
July 6, were about forty-seven hours afterwards, in which he 
reports n cleep channel between the nucleus and the envelope. 
There seems to be nothing in the way of reconciling this ob-
servation with· a divided nucleus. Indeed the channel might 
be a natural phenomena attending the reunion which actually 
took place. These drawings nre especiRlly helpful in the 
study of the disturbances of tht' comet's nucleus from June 
23 to June 29, and with them in mind let us turn to the Cin-
cinnati drawings which reprP~o~ent obsE>rvntions from ,June 23, 
to July 7. 'l'lu"se were made by H. C. Wili!on and Professor 
Stone Rn<l have not heen published, nnd are usE>d by special 
permission for the benefit of this Academy. 'fhe following 
is taken from thE> notE's of thesE> ohseryers: 
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"That of June 23 is the first sketch we made, and gives 
only the most prominent features of the ooma. On the 27th 
of June, some remarkable changes took place in the appear· 
ance of the comet. The second ~awing represents qui~ 
faithfully its appearance (says Mr. Wilson) when I first went 
to the telescope. The fan was very bright, one-sided, and 
almost rig.b.t-angled on the left." Professor Stone's repre-
sentation in outline is seen next, in order, in the cut and is 
. designated by his initial. It shows the fan with nearly 
right-angled opening at the coma, but it is suddenly recqrved 
on 'itself, and twisted about li~e.a whip-lash. Later the cor-
ner which formed the right-angle seemed to move upward, 
and a new jet was formed from it, nearly as bright as that 
towards the 1·ight hand, but shorter. Then another jet formed 
towards the left, quite faint, and nearly as long as the one on 
the right. Later, Professor Stone made a note that the mid. 
dle and left hand jets grew brig.hter, while that on the right 
hand nearly disappeared. The drawings for July 6, are the 
most singulnr, and were made by Mr. '\Vilson, Professor 
Stone making the nicrometrical measurements with him. 
The first figure in the middle of the cut gives the comet 
as Wilson saw it a.t lOh 30m, July 6, Cincinnati M. T., before 
the separation was distinctly made. The next figure shows 
the division of the nucleus, as seen by both observers at llh 
30m, on the same night. By micrometrical measure the dis· 
tance between the two parts was six seconds of arc. At one 
o'clock, strong illumination was given to the field of view, 
and the appearance of the nucleus in the telescope is shown 
in the lower figure. The measure between the divided parts 
was again taken, and the distance, at this time, was ten sec· 
onds of arc. July 7, (the lower figures) shows the appear· 
ances of the fan, under illumination from 7h 50m P. M., till 
midnight. There can be no doubt, but that a tremendous 
commotion was going on in the nucleus of this comet during 
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these- observations. The comet was about thirty-seven mil-
lions of miles from.the Earth at this time; if so, a second of 
arc, in linear value, would be· about one thousand miles. 
Then imagine the nuclues of a oomet having the volume of 
a large plane~ suddenly rent into two parts, and violently 
thrust asundt3r from each other, from six thousand to ten 
thousand miles in one hour of time, and you have a display 
of celestial fireworks pBBsing all human comprehension. 
June 24, Professor Draper of New York, photographed 
this comet. Subsequently by an exposure of the plate for 
two hours and forty-five minutes he obtained a picture showing 
the tail ten degrees long. There were many stars on the plate 
-some shining through the tail. On the same day, Mr. 
Higgins of London, obtain a fairly good photograph of the 
spectrum of this comet, the exposure being one hour. This· 
is important as it is claimed to be the first photograph of a 
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comet's spectrum ever secured. It showed a pair of bright 
lin~s in the ultra violet region corresponding with the two 
lines in the spectrum of carbon. The Fraunhofer lines of 
the continuous spectrum were also well seen. showing the 
dark lines G. h. H. k. and others. This portion of the light 
of the comet is from the· sun. Liveing and Dewar have 
shown that these groups of bright ·bands indicate the presence 
• 
of nitrogen as well as carbon and hydrogen. According to 
Mr. Huggens the same was true of the comets of 1866 and 
1868. 
At Greenwich observations of the comet's head, with a 
half-prism spectroscope, gave a bright continuous spectrum, 
with four bright bands in the yellow, green, blue, and violet, 
respectively. Several measures of these bands indicate the 
presence of carbon in some form. 
Professor Young of Princeton, says the visible portion of 
the spectrum of this comet agrees with the so-called first 
spectrum of carbon obtained from the flame of the Bunsen 
burner, aad not with the secand whiml is given by a GeiSBler 
tube containing carbonic acid or some hydro-carbon vapor. 
In this, we haYe very strong evidence that the gaseous 
substance of this comet is a hydro-carbon and in a molecular 
state, like that at the base of a gas-flame. 
June 26, Nicolas de Konkoly of Ostend, examined the 
comet in regard to its telescopic appearance, and to the po-
larization of its light. A secondary coma was seen, and also 
two different kinds of radiation. The nucleus was oval, its 
greatest axis lying north and south. In the Savart polaris-
cope magnificent lines appeared, being intense on the west-
em side of the tail and faint on the opposite side. 
Professor Arthur W. Wright of Yale college, observed 
the comet June 29. A Savart plate was attached to the 
Nicol's prism in the eye-piece, giving a narrow field which 
was nearly filled by the image of the comet. This arrange-
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ment was very favorable for detecting the bands caused by 
'polarization. The plane of poiarization of the light was 
found to have such a -direction as to pass through the sun's 
plane. This was determined in two different w~ys; first, by 
the disposition of the bands seen in the polarimeter, and 
second, by means of a double-ip1age prism placed before the 
ordinary eye-piece of the telescope. Professor Wright thinks 
it is probable that the constitution and physical condition of 
the matter composing the tail of this comet were variable, 
and that the greater part of the light which came from the 
tail was reflected sunlight. 
0. C. Wendall of Harvard college observatory, July 24, 
observed tltat the nucleus was much elongated with a marked 
• inclination to separate into two parts, about equally bright, 
where there was also another portion somewhat ~ainter that 
attracted attention. The view was the same under different 
powers. Though it can not be said that there was actUal di-
vision, yet it is certain that the nucleus was notch~ and that 
a faint dark line was traceable, at times, showing a tendency 
to separation. 
Micrometries] measures were made at this date with the 
following results:-
Position angle of elongation, two hundred and 'twenty-six 
degrees, or Southwest sixty ? 
Total length of elongation, 11.8 seconds or about five 
thousand miles. 
Total length of nucleus, 10.9 seconds or about four thou-
sand five hundred miles. 
Breadth of nucleus, 5.4 seconds or about two thousand 
two hundred miles.· 
July 26 the comet had substantially regained its normal 
conditions. 
Mr. Hind of England and Mr. Chandler of Boston, each 
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computed tlie parabolic elements of this comet ·and the re-
sults as publiShed agree very. closely. · 
· So far as known, comet b, was last seen on the 18th of 
January, 1882, being in view continuously for seven months. 
nearly. 
Carlton College Observatocy, Wx. W. PAYNE. 
J anuai'y. 1882. 
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